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The writers of tonight’s perfomance 
are anonymous. They are wise and brave 
Black Americans who witnessed a dreadfully 
prejudiced world awaiting their children. 
And instead of complaining about their 
plight, they creatively Invented a wise 
Rabbit. Buh Rabbit. Who taught their 
children wisdom, courage and strength for 
living the happiest lives possible.

Colin, is a rabbit. He strives to 
upset the prejudices of people against 
his sexuality that remains a very foreign 
and isolated topic to a great many Americans.

Tonight they combine, Rabbit & Colin, 
to bring you a positive picture of hope 
in That Rabbit's in Love. Thank you for 
coming|

Characters
(in order of appearance)

That Rabbit
Bruce & Terry & a rabbit 

Aretha Franklin & a rabbit
Colin, LaVern & Shirley

MISS PIGGY



Special thanks to all who helped 
to make That Rabbit’s In Love at all 
possible.

Publicity: Bill
Lights: Herm & Ray
Sound; Alan
Rabbit food: Carl & Mickey & Ross 
Ushers: Dar & Shari

Tonight’s performance supports the 
work of the Gay Switchboard of Harrisburg.

j We are an important, positive organization 
’'for” gay people everywhere.

Harrisburg is a small, but important, 
city, we are the capitol of Pennsylvania 
and the crossroads of state government.. 
We want to keep this small voice alive in 
Harrisburg.

Please know that your support, tonight, 
for Gay Switchboard/Hsbg., does not go without 
appreciation from all our members. Throughout 
the year, we need your dollars to keep our 
operation functioning. But more than that 
we need your "positiveness” for gayness. We 
are working for liberty.

Thanks for investing the time and dollars 
in a rabbit iaat with a dream.

Immediatly following the presentation, 
you are invited to enjoy rabbit refreshments 
in the foyer, just outside.
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